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Highly accurateab initio coupled cluster theory calculations, with single, double and noniterative
triple excitations@CCSD~T!#, and with the extended basis set augmented by the bond functions,
were performed for the interactions of chlorine atom and chloride anion with Ar and Kr. Analytical
fits to theab initio points were shown to provide the consistent and reliable set of multiproperty
potentials capable of reproducing all the available experimental data, namely: Total cross sections
for Rg1Cl, reduced mobilities and diffusion coefficients for Rg1Cl2, as well as the data of
spectroscopic zero electron kinetic energy experiments@see Buchachenkoet al., J. Chem. Phys.114,
9929~2001!, following paper#. The relative accuracy of available interaction potentials is discussed.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1370530#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interactions between halogen (X)2P and rare-gas
(Rg)1S atoms in gas phase have received considerable
perimental attention. Quenching kinetics of excited2P1/2

level1–3 as well as transport properties4,5 were measured us
ing different techniques. Molecular beam experiments w
conducted in order to determine interaction potentials fr
absolute total scattering cross sections.6,7 Recently, accurate
spectroscopic characterization of interaction potentials
been achieved owing to the use of zero electron kinetic
ergy ~ZEKE! measurements.8–10

The knowledge of these interactions is essential to
understanding of various important gas-phase kin
processes,11 as well as the structure and properties of ha
gens involved in inert clusters or matrices.12 They serve as
an important building block for diatomics-in-molecule mo
els of weakly bound molecular complexes like RgX2

13 or
RgHX.14

The RgX systems present a challenge for modernab
initio electronic structure theory. After remarkable succ
achieved for closed-shell weakly bound systems,15 the state-
of-art ab initio calculations were extended to the simp
open-shell interactions. Earlyab initio studies of the RgX
were devoted mainly to the excited electronic states, and
not give quantitative characterization of the weakly bou

a!Currently on sabbatical leave at IMAFF CSIC, Madrid, Spain.
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states arising from the X(2P) manifold.16 Recent works,
however, have demonstrated the high accuracy ofab initio
methods.17–19 In particular, in our previous paper we pre
sented the detailed analysis of RgCl interacti
(Rg5He, Ne, Ar), and provided potentials for the2S1 and
2P states, calculated at the unrestricted fourth-order Møll
Plesset ~UMP4! and unrestricted coupled cluste
@UCCSD~T!# levels of theory, with extended basis set inclu
ing bond functions.17 These potentials were used for the ca
culations of transport and collision properties of RgX sy
tems within the atoms-in-molecule~AIM ! model for spin–
orbit ~SO! interaction. Close agreement with availab
experimental data proved the high accuracy ofab initio cal-
culations. However, the UMP4 and UCCSD~T! potentials
could not be extended to short distances due to the dang
spin contamination.

The goals of this paper are, first, to improve upon t
previous ab initio Ar1Cl potentials by using a restricte
CCSD~T! @RCCSD~T!# theory and a larger basis set, an
second, to extend such calculations to the Kr1Cl system.
These potentials are reliable over a wide range of distan
The third goal is to calculate the state-of-the-art potent
for the related ionic complexes, Ar1Cl2 and Kr1Cl2.

Accuracy ofab initio potentials can be verified again
the experiment in both direct and indirect ways. The form
implies the use ofab initio potential in explicit evaluation of
an observable property to be compared with the measu
data, the latter is based upon comparison ofab initio poten-
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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tial with empirical ones adjusted to experimental data. T
two ways are complementary and, when explored simu
neously, provide additional valuable information on the s
sitivity of various properties to the particular features of t
interaction potential and on the reliability of inversion pr
cedures for derivation of empirical potentials.

In this paper we evaluate the collision properties~abso-
lute total cross sections—ATCS! directly from theab initio
potentials, as functions of the velocity for Ar and Kr sca
tered by Cl(2P), and compare them with the experimen
measurements. We also compare theab initio potentials with
the empirical ones obtained indirectly, by calibrating the l
ter to reproduce the ATCS.

The ionic, Ar1Cl2 and Kr1Cl2 potentials, were used to
directly evaluate the transport properties~reduced mobilities
and diffusion coefficients!, and to compare with the exper
mental data. We also compared theab initio potentials with
the empirical ones, obtained indirectly by fitting the latter
reproduce the known transport properties or to reprod
zero electron kinetic energy~ZEKE! spectra.

II. AB INITIO POTENTIALS

A. Details of ab initio calculations

The interaction of a closed-shell rare gas atom with a2P
atom gives rise to two adiabatic states,2S1 and 2P. Our
previous calculations of the corresponding potentials,VS and
VP , of ArCl employed the UCCSD~T! approach. This ap-
proach is very effective~cf. Ref. 20! in yielding reliable in-
teraction potentials, provided the spin contamination is sm
and does not change from the monomer to the dimer. Su
condition is difficult to enforce at short distances witho
spin-projection. Thus we carried out in Ref. 17 t
UCCSD~T! calculations only for distances by 0.4 Å short
than the van der Waals equilibrium distance. To avoid t
problem in the present work we employed partially restric
coupled cluster calculations with single, double, and no
erative triple excitations@RCCSD~T!#. All potential func-
tions were obtained starting fromR51.8 Å, which is
roughly a half of the van der Waals minimum distance,Re ,
of ArCl2 and KrCl2. Ab initio calculations were carried ou
using theMOLPRO 2000suite of programs.21,22

To check the convergence with respect to the basis
we employed two extended basis sets, aug-cc-pvtz
aug-cc-pvqz,23 augmented by the set of bond functio
3s,3p,2d placed in the middle of van der Waals bond15

They are denoted asvtz1b f andvqz1b f , respectively. It
was of particular interest to establish what effect theg-type
functions in thevqz1b f basis set might have on the inte
action potentials of ArCl2 and ArCl. The potentials obtaine
with thevqz1b f andvtz1b f basis sets were so similar th
we decided that the latter was totally sufficient to descr
the KrCl potentials. Thus, for KrCl2 and KrCl only thevtz
1b f basis set was employed. It should be stressed that
the presence of bond functions which makes both result
similar. Thus there is, apparently, no need for theg-type
functions to represent these interactions when bond funct
are used.

The calculated curves were obtained using the froz
Downloaded 30 May 2001 to 129.16.97.195. Redistribution subject to A
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core approximation in which only valence electrons we
correlated. In order to check the validity of this approxim
tion for a fourth period element, Kr, we also carried o
RCCSD~T! calculations forR53.7 Å of the KrCl2 potential
correlating all electrons expect 1sCl , 2sCl , and 1sKr , 2sKr ,
2pKr , 3sKr . The inclusion of extra electrons lowered th
interaction energy of KrCl2 by only 22mEh or 0.6%. There-
fore, it is possible to conclude that the frozen-core appro
mation is adequate for complexes involving Kr. Previo
studies showed that this approximation was reliable for
third-period elements, such as Cl and Ar.15,17 For the pur-
poses of ZEKE spectra simulations it is important to det
mine how the present treatment reproduces the electron
finity of Cl. The experimentally determined energy of th
Cl2(1S0)2Cl(2P3/2) transition ~29 138.59 cm21!24 amounts
to 29 432.72 cm21 for the nonrelativistic electron affinity o
Cl. The result of RCCSD~T! calculations with thevqzbasis
set ~29 140.15 cm21! should be considered as quite accura
in view of the difficulties ofab initio estimation of the elec-
tron affinity.

B. Nature of binding

The analysis of the nature of interaction energy in t
ionic complex ArCl2 was carried out by Burclet al.25 These
results showed that the main attractive term in this inter
tion originates from the dispersion effect, followed by th
induction term due to the charge (Cl2) –polarizability ~Ar!
interactions. Owing to itsR24 asymptotic behavior, the in
duction interaction dominates at long distances. A dissec
of the interaction energies in ArCl was carried out in Ref. 1
using the unrestricted formalism. According to these resu
the difference betweenVS andVP is mainly due to the much
smaller overlap, and consequently, much weaker excha
repulsion in theS state than in theP state.

The same principles apply to the KrCl2 and KrCl inter-
actions. The stronger binding in Kr complexes reflects
increased polarizability of Kr compared to that of Ar. Theab
initio values of dipole polarizabilities are:aAr511.08 a.u.
from the CCSD~T!/vqz calculations26 and aKr516.84 a.u.
from the CCSD~T!/vqz calculations, while the experimenta
values are 11.08 and 16.74 a.u., respectively.27

C. Analytical representation of potentials

Various potential forms were tested, including th
Morse–van der Waals one of Ref. 9 and the Tang–Toen
function.28 However, since the repulsive parts of our pote
tials climb up to several hundred thousandsmEh , not only
was a single Morse~such as in Ref. 6! insufficient to describe
it, but also two-Morse~such as in Ref. 9! variants of piece-
wise potential functions were not flexible enough to rep
sent theab initio points uniformly well within the whole
range of distances under study. For this reason we ha
recourse to the Tang–Toennies form of the repulsion co
ponent. We found that the function proposed by De
Esposti and Werner29 was the most flexible, allowing for an
accurate representation of the repulsive wall. The potent
were fitted to this function, which has the following form:
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Optimized parameters for theab initio calculated potentials of KrCl2–KrCl and ArCl2–ArCl fitted
to Eq. ~1!. The distances are in Å and the resulting energies are inmEh .

Param. KrCl2 KrCl VP KrCl VS
a ArCl2a ArCl VP ArCl VS

a 3.6524e100 4.1975e100 4.7296e100 2.1035e100 4.5089e100 4.8384e100
X 2.5259e100 2.0294e100 2.4831e100 4.3319e100 1.7682e100 2.1235e100
b1 1.9249e106 3.6993e105 26.0727e201 3.7304e104 24.5077e105 24.8568e105
b2 22.7600e106 21.1664e106 29.2061e105 25.1828e104 1.0718e105 1.2280e103
b3 1.8277e106 1.4654e106 1.4354e106 3.6150e104 8.6118e105 9.2574e105
b4 26.8997e105 27.9759e105 28.4241e105 21.5603e104 27.4891e105 28.2861e105
b5 1.7875e105 1.8763e105 1.8356e105 4.4237e103 2.8356e105 2.5905e105
b6 23.8177e104 2.0414e104 2.2628e104 28.2664e102 21.7132e104 5.6860e103
b7 7.3474e103 22.0211e104 21.9413e104 9.8362e101 21.3347e104 22.2541e104
b8 29.8961e102 4.1390e103 3.6721e103 26.7726e100 3.8948e103 5.3063e103
b9 6.3779e101 23.0018e102 22.4379e102 2.0768e201 23.4694e102 24.2032e102
S 21.3653e100 21.3653e100 21.3653e100 5.9944e201 21.3653e100 21.3653e100
T 3.5206e202 3.5206e202 3.5206e202 8.4661e202 3.5206e202 3.5206e202
C4 6.40e105 3.7061e105
C6 4.9930e106 2.1495e106 2.1512e106 1.3090e107 2.5777e107 1.5080e106
C8 1.1413e108 4.1389e107 2.5536e107 7.1907e106 24.6840e107 2.0748e107
C10 9.0118e108 27.7886e107 1.9175e108 21.0982e108
C12 21.4438e109 2.2093e106 23.4331e109
C14 24.3190e103 4.4969e109

aThese potentials are valid forR.1.5 Å.
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The leadingC4 induction coefficients of the ionic specie
and the leadingC6 dispersion coefficients of the neutral sp
cies were fitted to reproduce the totalab initio interaction
energies at large distances~R520– 25 Å for ions andR
512– 15 Å for neutrals! rather than optimized, and kept con
stant when optimizing other parameters. Such a proced
ensures the correct asymptotic form of the potentials. Par
eters obtained from the fit are listed in Table I. One can
ay 2001 to 129.16.97.195. Redistribution subject to A
re
-

e

that higherCn coefficients do not have physical meanin
~they are sometimes negative!, but they serve only as mean
of numerical refinement.

III. APPLICATION TO TRANSPORT AND COLLISION
PROPERTIES

A. Rg¿Cl

Electronic structure of the RgCl system is strongly a
fected by the spin–orbit~SO! interaction. It can be taken into
account accurately enough within the atoms-in-molec
~AIM ! model which represents the molecular electro
wave functions as the products of atomic ones, and appr
mates SO interaction by its atomic part.30 This model ex-
TABLE II. Parameters of the nonrelativisticVS andVP ArCl and KrCl potentials: Binding energyDe ~cm21!
and equilibrium distanceRe ~Å!.

Scatteringa ZEKEb
ab initio
vtz1b f

ab initio
vqz1b fc ab initiod

ArCl VS

De 141.5 159.3 170.6 174.0 153.6
Re 3.677 3.607 3.478 3.468 3.50

ArCl VP

De 92.1 92.1 89.1 90.8 80.2
Re 3.962 3.960 3.968 3.954 3.99

KrCl VS

De 239.8 ¯ ¯ 238.6 ¯

Re 3.590 ¯ ¯ 3.493 ¯

KrCl VP

De 111.1 ¯ ¯ 106.2 ¯

Re 4.079 ¯ ¯ 4.103 ¯

aReference 6.
bApproximate ArCl potentials obtained from the relativistic ones~Ref. 10! within the AIM model.
cFor ArCl—Ref. 17, for KrCl—present work.
dCCSD~T! calculations inaug-cc-pvqzbasis set~Ref. 18!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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presses the adiabatic relativistic potentials ofX1/2, I3/2, and
II 1/2 states of the Rg–Cl(2P) systems as17,31–33

VX1/25~VS1VP1D2d!/2,

VI3/25VP , ~2!

VII 1/25~VS1VP1D1d!/2,

where d5@(VS2VP)212(VS2VP)D/31D2#1/2 and D is
the SO splitting of the Cl atom~882.4 cm21!. Equivalent
expressions in terms of Legendre components can be fo
in Refs. 6 and 7.

Nonrelativistic ab initio RgCl potentials can be com
pared with the potentials obtained by Aquilantiet al.6 from
the molecular beam measurements of the absolute total c
sections with magnetic-field selection. The inversion pro
dure employed the AIM model, so the transformation fro
the nonrelativistic to the relativistic potentials obeys Eq.~2!.
Another set of empirical potentials was obtained by Ne
mark and co-workers9,10 by adjusting the relativistic scatter
ing potentials to reproduce the data of the zero elect
kinetic-energy spectroscopy of the RgCl2 anions. In this
manner, the ArCl and ArCl2 potentials were derived from
ZEKE data.10 For KrCl, where only X1/2 state of was
probed,9 its potential was almost~with only minor changes!
identical to that derived from the scattering measureme
and the new outcome from this study was the potential of
KrCl2 anion. Inasmuch as ZEKE potentials do not obey
relations of AIM model Eq.~2!, only crude estimates ofVS

and VP potentials can be obtained for ArCl. Equilibrium
properties of the nonrelativistic potentials are listed in Ta
II. In addition to those mentioned above, our previo
potentials17 obtained with thevtz1b f basis set, and the re
sults of CCSD~T! calculations with thevqzbasis set~without
bond functions! by Naumkin and McCourt18 are also in-
cluded for ArCl. The binding energies obtained in t
present calculations for both electronic states of KrCl and
2P state of ArCl are in very good agreement with empiric
data, being by;10% larger for the2S1 ArCl state. For both
systems, present estimates of equilibrium distances ar
accord with empirical data for2P state but are too small fo
2S1 one. Comparison with our previous ArCl potentia17
Downloaded 30 May 2001 to 129.16.97.195. Redistribution subject to A
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exhibits some difference, mainly in equilibrium distance
but it originates mainly from the use of less flexible fittin
function in Ref. 17 rather than from the difference inab
initio treatment~see above!. The vqz potential of Naumkin
and McCourt18 is less accurate than thevqz1b f one, as it
lacks bond functions, but it gives an independent support
our estimation of the ArCl(2S1) equilibrium distance.

Relativistic potentials are shown in Fig. 1, whereas th
equilibrium properties are presented in Table III. Notewo
thy, the agreement betweenab initio and empirical results
improves significantly at the relativistic level. Except for th

FIG. 1. Relativistic interaction potentials of the neutral RgCl systems
ld also
TABLE III. Parameters of the relativisticVX1/2 , VI3/2 , andVII 1/2 ArCl and KrCl potentials: Binding energyDe

~cm21! and equilibrium distanceRe ~Å!.

X1/2 I3/2 II 1/2

De Re De Re De Re

ArCl
Scatteringa 12066 3.7860.08 9265 3.9660.08 10365 3.8960.08
ZEKEb 13562 3.7360.02 9262 3.9660.02 9863 3.8760.02
vtz1b fc 126.0 3.673 89.1 3.968 100.9 3.864
vqz1b f 129.0 3.660 90.8 3.954 103.2 3.849

KrCl
Scatteringa 17869 3.7560.07 11166 4.0860.08 13367 3.9760.08
ZEKEb 17868 3.7560.10 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

vtz1b f 164.0 3.724 106.2 4.103 123.0 3.984

aReference 6.
bReferences 9 and 10. Quoted uncertainties reflect the quality of the ZEKE fit. Actual error bars shou
include the uncertainties of scattering potentials taken as a reference, see Refs. 8–10 for details.

cReference 17.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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binding energy and equilibrium distance of theVX1/2 state,
all calculated parameters agree with ZEKE data within
error bars established for scattering potentials whose un
tainty also influences the accuracy of ZEKE potentials,
Refs. 9 and 10. In addition, it should be remembered t
ZEKE experiments do not provide direct information on t
energy levels of the neutral or anion. Rather, the energy
ferences are determined, so the accuracies of anion and
tral potentials should be correlated.

The reliability of the present potentials can be tested i
direct way by calculating the transport and collision prop
ties available from the experiment. The most accurate
representative are the velocity dependencies of the Rg1Cl
ATCS.6 To calculate them, adiabatic approximation w
used which implied evaluation of the cross sections for e
individual relativistic potential followed by averaging ove
initial states according to their populations in the beam.6 The
results are plotted in Fig. 2. using the coordinates conven
to expose the glory undulation pattern. The dependen
obtained with scattering potentials can be considered as
resenting the experimental data whose accuracy, estim
from the plots in Ref. 6, is around 3%.

For KrCl, thevtz1b f potentials well reproduce the ob
served glory pattern and high-velocity limit of the cross s
tion ~in particular, our high velocity part is within the limit
of experimental measurements in Ref. 6!, but they overesti-
mate it at low and intermediate velocities by;5%. It should
be stressed that for ArCl, performance of thevqz1b f po-
tentials is less satisfactory~;8%!, although the glory pattern
is still reproduced. ZEKE potentials behave better in
high-velocity limit, but fail to reproduce the glory structur

FIG. 2. Energy dependence of the absolute total cross sections o
Cl1Rg collisions. The coordinates are chosen to emphasize glory und
tion patterns.
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well. The difference in the results obtained with the fair
similar vqz1b f and vtz1b f potentials of ArCl illustrates
high sensitivity of the ATCS to the features of interactio
potentials.

Room-temperature diffusion coefficients of the Cl ato
in rare gases are also known.4 They were calculated using
adiabatic approximation34 and are presented in Table IV. Al
though the value of diffusion coefficient at a single tempe
ture does not provide a very sensitive measure of the qua
of the potential, and experimental values have wide er
bars, it should be concluded that presentab initio potentials
reproduce the recommended values perfectly well.

There are some measurements of the Cl(2P1/2) atom
quenching kinetics by Ar,2,3 but they likely provide only the
upper bound of the rate constantkQ being limited by the
purity of the rare gas. The rate constants calculated by
close coupling method in the diabatic representation~see,
e.g., Refs. 17 and 31! are listed in Table V. As was alread
pointed out in Ref. 17, quenching rate constants are
tremely sensitive to the variation of interaction potentia
more precisely, to the splitting betweenVS and VP poten-
tials, and, being accurately measured, may serve as an e
lent test for potential functions. Another observation of th
work—a systematic underestimation of the rate constants
the scattering potentials with respect to theab initio ones—is
also confirmed by the present results. Definite compari
with experiment is possible for quenching by He, and it
dicated that the splitting betweenVS andVP scattering po-
tentials is underestimated.17 Present calculations also reve
that the decrease of quenching efficiency with the weigh
Rg atom from He to Ar extends further to Kr.

To summarize, present RgClab initio potentials are in
good agreement with the scattering and ZEKE potentials
reproduce quite reasonably all available experimental d
~including those from ZEKE spectroscopy, see Sec. IV
low!.

he
la-

TABLE IV. Cl diffusion coefficient~cm2/s! in Ar and Kr, temperature 298
K, pressure 1 atm.

Potentials Ar Kr

Scattering 0.179 0.096
ZEKE 0.179 ¯

vtz1b f 0.178 0.139
vqz1b f 0.192 ¯

Experiment~Ref. 4! 0.1960.03 0.1460.02

TABLE V. Rate constantskQ ~cm3/s! of the Cl(2P1/2) quenching by Ar and
Kr, temperature 300 K.

Ar Kr

Scattering potentials 2.2310218 3.2310219

vtz1b f potentials 2.0310217 1.0310218

vqz1b f potentials 1.0310217
¯

Experimenta (3.061.0)310216
¯

Experimentb <2.7310215
¯

aReference 3.
bReference 2.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE VI. Parameters of the ArCl2 and KrCl2 potentials: binding energyDe ~cm21! and equilibrium distance
Re ~Å!. See text for abbreviations.

Potential Ref.

ArCl2 KrCl2

Re De Re De

Ab initioa Present 3.69 500.6 3.73 719.6
ZEKE 9, 10 3.7160.08 52365 3.8360.10 77268
DD 36 3.14 836.4 3.45 823
KMV 43 3.31 807.4 3.55 863
MBPTb 35 3.70 477.6 ¯ ¯

CCSD~T!c 46 3.71 476.7 ¯ ¯

aFor ArCl22vqz1b f , for KrCl22vtz1b f .
bMBPT2 calculations in ANO basis set.
cCCSD~T! calculations inaug-cc-pvqz basis set without bond functions.
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B. Rg¿ClÀ

A number of semiempirical potentials have been s
gested for the rare gas–halide interactions. For ArCl2 and
KrCl2 anions they are compared in Refs. 8, 9, 35, and
However, only two types of experimental data can be use
determine reliable empirical potentials.

The first one is the transport properties. Reduced mob
tiesK0 and diffusion coefficients parallel to electric fieldDL

were measured for Cl2 ion in Ar and Kr37–39 among other
halide ions in inert gases.40–42 So-called ‘‘directly deter-
mined’’ ~DD! potentials were inverted from these data
Kirkpatrick and Viehland,40 and used to parameterize vario
semiempirical models.43,44 Among them are the ‘‘universa
interaction potentials’’ by Koutselos, Mason, and Viehla
~KMV !,43 which were found to provide quite good agre
ment with DD potentials and measured transport propert

Transport properties probe the potential over a w
range of interatomic distances, but are not very sensitiv
the van der Waals well region. In contrast, a second type
experiment—anion ZEKE spectroscopy—should provide
cellent characterization of the potential in a narrow range
the well, if the vibrational spectrum or the interaction pote
tial of the neutral product is known with sufficient accurac
Empirical anion ZEKE potentials were derived simult
neously with neutral ones in Refs. 8 and 9. It should be a
mentioned that scattering cross sections of chloride ion on
were measured at high energies, but they probe only
repulsive branch of the potential.45

Previousab initio studies of ArCl2 include detailed cal-
culations by Kellø and Sadlej in the framework of the man
body perturbation theory ~MBPT!35 and recent
CCSD~T!/vqz calculations by Naumkin and McCourt.46

Here we have chosen to compare the newly determi
ab initio and ZEKE anion potentials8,9 with DD, KMV, and
MBPT ones already tested in the transport prope
calculations.34 Their equilibrium parameters are listed
Table VI. Obviously, the potentials derived from transp
properties~DD and KMV! strongly differ from the others, in
particular for ArCl2. Their binding energies are in excess
800 cm21 and equilibrium distances vary from 3.1 to 3.3 Å
whereas ZEKE and allab initio results are consistent abo
predictingDe5500 cm21 andRe53.7 Å within 30 cm21 and
0.03 Å. For KrCl2, two groups of potentials are closer
each other, but the difference is nevertheless beyond
ay 2001 to 129.16.97.195. Redistribution subject to A
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estimation of the accuracy of measured transport d
Presentvqz1b f ArCl2 potential agrees well with the previ
ous ab initio data taking into account a superior quality
our calculations. Comparing to the ZEKE results, howev
our potentials for both anions are likely to be too shallo
Global behavior of the ArCl2 and KrCl2 potentials is illus-
trated by Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, where the inserts
hance short-range behavior in order to facilitate compari
with the scattering ArCl2 potentials from Ref. 45.

Mobilities and parallel diffusion coefficients of Cl2 in
Kr and Ar were calculated using the methods and progra
developed in Refs. 47–49, as described in Ref. 36. The
sults for DD, KMV, and MBPT potentials were borrowe
from the latter work. Figures 5–8 compare theoretical res
with the smoothed experimental dependencies ofK0 andDL

on the reduced field strength.41,42 For Ar gas, thevqz1b f
potential gives excellent agreement with experimental m
bilities, which could be claimed to be the best potential

FIG. 3. Interaction potentials of the ArCl2 system. Inset emphasizes shor
range behavior of the potentials. Scattering potential from Ref. 45 is
sented only on the inset.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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one neglects the 3% uncertainty estimated for the meas
ments. The ZEKE potential behaves very well in the lo
field limit, but gives an inadequate description near the m
bility maximum and at high fields. None of the potentials
able to reproduce diffusion coefficients in Ar, although t
accuracy of thevqz1b f one is comparable to those of D
or KMV potentials. The ZEKE potential again exhibits lar
est deviation from the experimental data. In case of

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for KrCl2 system.

FIG. 5. The mobility,K0 in cm2 V21 s21 of Cl2 ions in Ar at 300 K, as a
function of reduced field strengthE/N in Td(10221 V m2). The labeled
curves are calculated from the following potentials: 1-DD; 2-KM
3-MBPT; 4-ZEKE; 5-presentvqz1b f . The squares are smoothed expe
mental values from Ref. 41, with 3% error bars.
Downloaded 30 May 2001 to 129.16.97.195. Redistribution subject to A
re-
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-
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presentvtz1b f and DD potentials give the best results f
mobility, while for diffusion coefficient the former perform
even better. Both ZEKE and KMV potentials fail to repro
duce the measured data.

As follows from this comparison, presentab initio po-
tentials and DD potentials, obtained directly from transp
data, provide the best and close results for available trans
properties.

FIG. 6. Reduced~dimensionless! diffusion coefficientDL along the direc-
tion of the electric field for Cl2 ions in Ar at 300 K, as a function ofE/N in
Td(10221 V m2). The labeled curves are calculated from the following p
tentials: 1-DD; 2-KMV; 3-MBPT; 4-ZEKE; 5-presentvqz1b f . The
squares are smoothed experimental values from Ref. 42, with 8% error
Dashed lines replace the results which are not fully converged.

FIG. 7. The mobility,K0 in cm2 V21 s21 of Cl2 ions in Kr at 300 K, as a
function ofE/N in Td(10221 V m2). The labeled curves are calculated fro
the following potentials: 1-DD; 2-KMV; 3-ZEKE; 4-presentvtz1b f . The
squares are smoothed experimental values from Ref. 41, with 2% error
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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IV. DISCUSSION

To achieve a complete characterization of the potenti
it is necessary to include the ZEKE data. Although the
sults of detailed simulations of the ArCl2 and KrCl2ZEKE
spectra are presented in the following paper,50 the corre-
sponding estimates of the binding energies are worth m
tioning. Table VII lists the energies of the ground vibration
levels ~with respect to dissociation limit, i.e.,E052D0! of
the anions and neutrals in different electronic states ca
lated from the presentab initio and ZEKE potentials, as wel
as the ZEKE transition energiesT00, which can be compared
with the experimental data. To evaluate the latter, the exp
mental value of the Cl electron affinity was adopted.24 For
ArCl2, the deviations ofT00 calculated withab initio poten-
tials from their experimental values are different for differe
electronic states of the neutral. Some error pertinent to
AIM model Eq. ~2! cannot be ruled out at this point. How
ever, taking into account the similarity between ZEKE a
vqz1b f potentials forVI3/2 neutral state, we can estima

FIG. 8. Reduced diffusion coefficientDL along the direction of the electric
field for Cl2 ions in Kr at 300 K, as a function ofE/N in Td(10221 V m2).
The labeled curves are calculated from the following potentials: 1-D
2-KMV; 3-ZEKE; 4-presentvtz1b f . The squares are smoothed expe
mental values from Ref. 42, with 8% error bars.
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the accuracy of the neutralab initio potentials with respect to
ZEKE as 6 cm21, the difference ofD0 values forVII 1/2 neu-
tral state. The accuracy of the ionicvqz1b f potential is then
represented by the deviation of theT00(I3/2) from the ex-
perimental value, i.e., by 17 cm21. Adding the uncertainty of
the ZEKE anion potential itself~6 cm21, see Tables III and
VI !, one concludes that the present calculations undere
mate the binding energy of the anion by less than 25 cm21

~5%!. This number covers the gap betweenvqz1b f and
ZEKE ArCl2 potentials, but is far smaller than the differen
betweenvqz1b f and DD ones, see Table VI. The situatio
with KrCl2 is less certain because only the transitions to
ground neutral electronic state were assigned in the exp
mental spectrum.9 Nevertheless, even if we assign all th
error of theab initio calculations to the anion potential, it
maximum possible well depth would be around 780 cm21,
still forty wave numbers less than the depth of DD poten
~Table VI!.

Therefore, the question arises about the accuracy of
~and related! potentials. Previous experience with calculati
and inversion of transport properties indicated that it is p
sible to determine the potential well depth with 15% a
10% accuracy inverting transport data measured with
and 2% accuracy, respectively. This uncertainty estima
may explain the difference between DD andab initio poten-
tials for KrCl2, but not for ArCl2 where it amounts to as
much as 40%. Either the above estimates based on ex
ence is too optimistic, or the measured transport proper
contain a larger error~which is compounded by the fact tha
the claimed accuracy of the smoothed mobility of Cl2 in Ar
is only 3% while for Cl2 in Kr it is 2%!. On the other hand
the ability of the presentab initio potentials to give very
close agreement with experimental results, at least for m
bilities, points out to the possibility that the inversion proc
dure permits multiple solutions and DD potentials may n
represent the true one. However, only new, more accu
measurements of the transport properties could help to d
nitely establish the source of this inconsistency.

Fortunately, the relative accuracy of the measured m
bilities is much higher than the absolute one. For this rea
one can draw definite conclusions about the quality of
potential from the shape of the mobility dependence. F
instance, small shifts of the mobility maxima pertinent to t
ab initio potentials provide an indication that their we
depths are slightly underestimated, in accord with the ZE

;

iation
ner-
TABLE VII. Energies of the ground vibrational levels of RgCl anions and neutrals with respect to dissoc
limits and ZEKE transition energies~cm21!. The difference between calculated and measured transition e
gies is given in parentheses.

Method E0(X1/2) E0(I3/2) E0(II 1/2) E0~anion! T00(X1/2) T00(I3/2) T00(II 1/2)

ArCl
vqz1b f 2112.71 277.02 288.11 2474.58 29 500.5~16.2! 29 536.2~17.1! 30 407.5~25.4!
ZEKE 2117.55 277.66 282.00 2494.09 29 515.1~1.6! 29 555.0~21.7! 30 433.1~20.2!
Expt. 29 516.7 29 553.3 30 432.9

KrCl
vtz1b f 2149.05 293.56 2108.95 2693.04 29 682.6~41.9! 29 738.1 30 605.1
ZEKE 2161.46 2742.45 29 719.6~4.9!
Expt. 29 724.5
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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data. The ArCl2ZEKE potential is less accurate with respe
to transport properties due to the lack of sensitivity of ZEK
experiments to the short- and long-range interactions,
also other examples in Ref. 36. The failure of KrCl2ZEKE
potential to reproduce transport properties, even qua
tively, may originate from poorer and less informative ZEK
spectrum or inaccuracies in the treatment of spectrum in
sities which missed the overlapping between the transiti
to X1/2 andI3/2 states observed in our simulations.50 In any
case, as it is evident from Fig. 4, KrCl2ZEKE potential
strongly deviates from all others in both short- and lon
range interaction regions. For this reason, it gives wro
prediction for both high-and low-field limits of the transpo
properties, see Fig. 7.

V. CONCLUSIONS

~1! High-qualityab initio CCSD~T! calculations with the ex-
tended basis set augmented by the bond functions w
performed for the interactions of chlorine atom and ch
ride anion with Ar and Kr. Analytical fits to theab initio
points were shown to provide consistent and reliable
of multiproperty potentials to accurately describe all e
isting transport, collision, and spectroscopic experim
tal data. Although the accuracy of theab initio calcula-
tions can be further refined, such work will be justifie
only when the accuracy of experimental data, especi
for the ion transport properties, improves;

~2! for the neutral systems theab initio potentials agree wel
with the empirical potentials obtained from scatteri
and ZEKE experiments. For the anions,ab initio poten-
tials reproduce the well depths of ZEKE potentia
within ;5%, whereas the DD potentials, inverted fro
transport properties, strongly overestimate them;

~3! ZEKE spectroscopy provides reliable information on t
relative behavior of the neutral and anion potentials
the bottom of the potential well, but not on the short- a
long-range branches of the potential. In addition, the
curacy of potential adjustment can be affected by
problem of the assignment. The latter should be verifi
using an independent potential model, and by the cho
of reference neutral~or anion! potential for converting
the relative transition energies to the absolute vibratio
energies. The transport properties reflect the feature
the whole potential in a wide range of ion-atom sepa
tions, being less sensitive to the potential well depth th
ZEKE data. During the direct inversion of transport da
the error in the well depth can be compensated by
error in other regions of interaction. In addition, existin
transport data may not be as accurate as the experim
talists claimed, especially since the measurements
Cl2 in Ar and Kr date back to the 1970s;

~4! the errors and sensitivity of transport and ZEKE me
surements are different. This is an opportunity for sy
ergistic improvement of the potentials, since the data s
are complementary and together probe the underly
interaction much more completely. On the other hand
the errors affect the interaction in opposite directions
can be hard to construct an empirical potential that
Downloaded 30 May 2001 to 129.16.97.195. Redistribution subject to A
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curately matches both data sets. It is plausibly the c
for the systems under consideration in this work, as
accurate representation has been achieved only for thab
initio potentials. It is clear that highly accurateab initio
calculations should be an indispensable part of the
tential building procedure for such complexes.
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